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Ad Hoc American Studies: Michigan and the Hidden History of a Movement

Alexander I. Olson and Frank Kelderman

In 1977, K. Anne Teitsworth, a doctoral student in American Culture at the University of Michigan, submitted her dissertation on the literary scholar Howard Mumford Jones and his critical writings. In the manuscript, Teitsworth situated Jones’s understanding of culture and literature within a larger genealogy of American humanist thought. By focusing on Jones’s published writings, however, Teitsworth ignored his work as an educator and administrator. She never mentioned that, while at Michigan in the 1930s, Jones had played a central role in starting the very program in which Teitsworth was enrolled. In an added twist, the preface reveals that her topic was suggested by Joe Lee Davis, the director of American Culture at Michigan, yet the dissertation itself offers little indication that Davis (or Teitsworth’s committee) ever pushed her to think about its connection to the field of American studies in any way, let alone Jones’s role in it. As we shall see, this curious gap speaks volumes about American studies as it evolved at universities like Michigan that were relatively marginal to the historiography of the early years of the field but which housed a significant majority of programs.

If Howard Mumford Jones appears at all in genealogies of American studies, it is through his connection to Harvard University’s American Civilization Program, which largely focused on bridging the fields of U.S. history and literature. Through the work of faculty like Jones, Perry Miller, and F.O. Matthes-
sen, and their students Henry Nash Smith and Leo Marx, Harvard’s model came to dominate genealogies of American studies. At Michigan, however, Jones was involved with another iteration of the movement—the American Culture Program—marked by short-term, collaborative projects geared toward public engagement. As a partnership between Jones and faculty from economics, sociology, political science, and other disciplines, Michigan’s original curriculum complicates the notion that American studies was simply a way to bridge history and literature. Instead, Michigan’s program gave students the tools for examining American culture from multiple disciplinary vantage points. Its grounding in the social sciences underscores the broad appeal of new ideas about culture that were being developed in fields like anthropology and sociology during the 1920s and 1930s.4 Among those inspired by the movement was Joe Lee Davis, Teitsworth’s mentor, who styled himself “an American Studies man” and called it “a new and revolutionary generalism, removing the old walls built by specialists and chauvinists.”

By the 1970s, this entire early history of the program had been forgotten. For decades thereafter, the program’s internal reports and marketing materials listed 1952 as its founding date without confirming this in the archives, thereby failing to recognize the program’s roots in the 1930s.6 Teitsworth’s omission was therefore part of a larger erasure that raises several questions. How did the American Culture Program forget its own history so quickly? What does this hidden history say about the broader institutional struggles of American studies during these years? And how might a recovery of these early years help us make sense of the backlash against American studies activism today? To be sure, some of the reasons for this genesis amnesia are prosaic. As director in the 1950s, Joe Lee Davis was notorious for disorganization and failed to preserve many documents. According to longtime program manager Linda Eggert, Davis ran the program “out of his office out of a file drawer. I don’t know if those documents ever were put in the Bentley [Library]. I don’t even know if they survived.”7 In the absence of record keeping and institutional memory, Davis’s colleagues at Michigan gradually came to see the American Culture Program as his creation.

More importantly, however, Teitsworth’s dissertation was written at a moment in which the field had begun to eschew its intellectual roots. In an influential critique of the field in 1972, Bruce Kuklick argued that a preoccupation with “myths” and “symbols” characterized early work in American studies, which in his view relied on a retrograde Cartesian dualism that left the relationship between ideas and reality undertheorized. Focusing on two texts produced by graduates of Harvard, Henry Nash Smith’s *Virgin Land* (1950) and Leo Marx’s *The Machine in the Garden* (1964), Kuklick ascribed to American studies a tendency to make sweeping claims about collective beliefs based on readings of literary texts.8 The influence of Kuklick’s essay can be seen in the many texts over the next several decades that similarly cast the so-called “myth-and-symbol” school as a metonym for early American studies.9 Most of these critiques made the assumption that early scholars of American studies were largely in-
interested in embracing nationalism and burying difference.\textsuperscript{10} The vehicle for this impulse, according to the conventional wisdom, was the search for a unified “American character” through the intersection of history and literature.\textsuperscript{11}

Although this line of critique can help explain why so many scholars disavowed the early history of American studies, it is problematic for several reasons. For one, it fails to account for the complexity of figures like Smith and Marx who identified as radicals rather than Cold War accommodationists.\textsuperscript{12} Mary Turpie, a professor at University of Minnesota in the 1950s, noted that the program’s faculty (which included both Smith and Marx) were accused “of being not merely critics of American values and American behavior past and present but utterly vicious and destructive debunkers of everything American.”\textsuperscript{13} Second, its approach to intellectual history extrapolated far too much from \textit{Virgin Land}, \textit{Machine in the Garden}, and a handful of other published texts. Like Teitsworth, Kuklick focused on discursive rather than institutional interventions. At places like Michigan, American studies operated through a makeshift series of coalitions, programs, and public engagement initiatives that cut across departments, addressed current events, and took advantage of whatever resources could be cobbled together. In short, it was an \textit{ad hoc} movement that challenged the university to remove, as Davis put it, “the old walls built by specialists and chauvinists.”

Drawing on the American Culture Program (now department) as a case study, this essay casts light on the hidden history of \textit{ad hoc} American studies. Rather than offering a disciplinary history, we argue that American studies can best be understood as a disparate set of projects bound by shared spaces of political and cross-institutional collaboration. We seek to show that the faculty, students, and community partners of the American Culture Program continually reorganized their intellectual practices to intervene in wider social and political debates. This history suggests that American studies was originally a project of institutional intervention connecting various interdisciplinary movements that shared an interest in critiquing American democracy—especially emerging social science subfields of the 1930s like human ecology, institutional economics, and ethnic studies.\textsuperscript{14} The subsequent history of the program further suggests that discipline-centered histories offer only a partial view of the intellectual project of American studies. Instead, recognizing the importance of coalitions and collaborations that were purposefully limited in duration, we decenter publications—particularly those of the so-called myth-and-symbol school at Harvard—and offer an alternative reading of American studies as an \textit{ad hoc} movement that challenged existing academic structures to support socially relevant and broadly interdisciplinary approaches to the study of culture.

\section*{I. Piecing Together a Degree Program}

The earliest iteration of Michigan’s program—formally known as the Program in the Development of American Culture—was administered by a
committee of five faculty from across the university: Howard Mumford Jones (English), Roderick McKenzie (sociology), Carl Guthe (anthropology), Dwight Dumond (history), and Max Handman (economics). Its original curriculum was divided into three clusters of courses. The first cluster was characterized by regionally specific requirements in the fields of anthropology, history, and geography, including several specialized courses on the southern and western United States. The second cluster—which included “Courses Designed to Cover the Cultural and Intellectual Development of the United States”—drew from a range of disciplines in the humanities. Specific electives included “American Philosophy,” “Music in America,” and “American Art.” The third cluster focused on the social sciences and was led by McKenzie in sociology and Handman in economics. In a reflection of the importance of logging to the state’s cultural identity at the time (the Michigan Tourist and Resort Association sent a group of thirty lumberjacks as its representatives to the 1934 National Folk Festival), this cluster included an elective in forestry.”

Several documents suggest that Jones played a leading role in the establishment of the curriculum. Born in Saginaw, Michigan, Jones rose to prominence as a literary critic despite never completing his doctoral studies. After attending the University of Wisconsin, Jones taught at public universities in Texas, Montana, and North Carolina before being offered a job at Michigan in 1930. In a letter to university administrators on February 26, 1935, Jones formally proposed the new program, which was approved for the 1935–1936 academic year. To ensure interdisciplinary breadth and depth, Jones consulted with a wide range of faculty in the humanities and social sciences. Shortly thereafter, the American Culture Committee prepared a proposal for a summer institute that would complement the undergraduate program. As Jones pitched to the administration, “It is a curious fact that in almost no American university is it possible to secure a coherent interpretation of the development of our own civilization.” He granted that relevant course work could be found in “economics, sociology, literature, history, art, or similar fields,” but there were not any prominent institutional spaces where all these fields could come together. In his view, “the first university to recognize the need and to seize the opportunity which it offers will make an extraordinary contribution to educational advance.” Jones went on to argue that momentum was gathering behind such a movement, creating an opportunity for the University of Michigan to step in as a pioneer. He added that “there are already signs that something of this sort has occurred, or is occurring, to alert minds in other university centers.”

The program at Michigan fashioned a curriculum that extended well beyond a focus on literary and historical interpretations of the “American mind” to offer studies of regionalism and democratic education. The problem with existing scholarship on American culture, Jones later reflected, was that “most of our historians are based on the East—on Eastern schools, Eastern libraries, Eastern conferences, Eastern foundations, and Eastern value patterns,” and reigning ideas about American culture were disproportionally shaped by “the
In 1935 Jones argued that a more inclusive notion of American literature in the university would more adequately serve a generation of students from immigrant backgrounds who were now enrolling in public schools and universities in great numbers. Literary scholars, Jones suggested, often forgot that they were teaching primarily non-Anglo students, and the traditional canon proved increasingly “remote from children whose fathers and mothers cared nothing for Great Britain, [and] whose religious traditions are not Anglican.” At Michigan, therefore, the program was to be less concerned with the “American mind” than with addressing a variety of contemporary problems through attention to regional and local contexts.

Jones’s commitment to regionalism echoed a widespread intellectual trend within and outside of the academy during the Great Depression. Other universities had already begun to embrace regionalism in the 1930s, and centers of regional theory had sprung up at public universities like North Carolina, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Nebraska, and Montana. At stake in the 1930s debates on regionalism were the very cultural politics of class and the canon—what Michael Denning has called a “literary class war.” Popular Front intellectuals like Constance Rourke and Benjamin Botkin argued for regionalism as a frame for closing the artificial modernist split between proletarian folk culture and high literature. As such they did not offer “the sentimental invocations of a people without race or ethnicity, nor . . . the ‘politics of patriotism,’ resolving all conflicts in the harmony of ‘Americanism.’ Rather [their works] were attempts to imagine a new culture, a new way of life, a revolution.” As Denning has suggested, American studies was a parallel movement to these extra-academic discourses of the 1930s. It would be easy to overstate the extent to which the American Culture Program at Michigan represented an academic arm of the Cultural Front; nevertheless, its focus on regionally specific approaches and its course offerings on labor offer hints of its administrators’ sympathies. In effect, the program instituted a strand of American studies that cannot be reduced to either the “American Mind” or the literature-history synthesis, with a curriculum centered on regionalist and social scientific approaches to the study of culture and social problems.

Like Jones, the other coordinators of Michigan’s American Culture Program in the 1930s were all Midwesterners trained at universities outside New England. The central roles of Roderick McKenzie and Max Handman as program administrators indicate that Michigan’s articulation of American studies tapped into new developments in the social sciences. Originally from a small town in Manitoba, McKenzie had studied at the University of Chicago and was a key figure in human ecology, a sociological subfield that was concerned with individuals’ relations to their social environment and institutions. McKenzie had been hired away from the University of Washington in 1929, where he had risen to chair of the Sociology Department. During these years, the University of Washington was home to dissident scholars like Vernon Parrington and J. Allen Smith, who shared McKenzie’s interest in labor issues and local politics.
Handman’s network likewise included scholars such as Thorstein Veblen and Albion Small who were challenging disciplinary boundaries. Before coming to Michigan, Handman taught at Chicago, Missouri, and Texas. In Austin, Handman first crossed paths with Howard Mumford Jones as members of the same interdisciplinary faculty workshop.\textsuperscript{27}

The American Culture Program was founded in the same spirit as this workshop as a convergence of disparate intellectual agendas beyond simply American literature and history. Its broadly interdisciplinary orientation was an example of what Joel Isaac has called the “interstitial academy” of the 1920s and 1930s, or the investment by university administrations in “programs and seminars that stood self-consciously outside of conventional departments and professional schools.”\textsuperscript{28} In addition to his role with the American Culture Program, for example, McKenzie also served on Michigan’s interdepartmental degree programs in Urban and Rural Community and Oriental Civilization. For Jones, however, the American Culture Program represented not only a space for collaborations across disciplines, but also for partnerships with institutions and publics beyond the university. Even before establishing the American Culture Program, Jones had proposed a sociological literary history of the state of Michigan that would have university professors collaborate with organizations like the Michigan Authors Association, the Schoolmasters Club, and the State Historical Society. The purpose would be to achieve a sociological understanding of “the general quality of the literary taste of a community, judged by its reading matter, in particular decades.” Stressing the interdisciplinary character of his proposal, Jones suggested that scholars needed to ask new questions about literary culture:

What categories of books were bought for [public libraries], and how does the history of the circulation of its books reflect the changing reading taste of the community? What is the history of any school or society libraries that may be found, and what relation seems to exist between the contents of that library and the general interest of the community? Was there a literary society, and if there was, what were its programs?\textsuperscript{29}

In short, community-based research on reading practices—particularly those fostered by public institutions like schools and libraries—would help to “better understand ourselves and the problem of American culture.”\textsuperscript{30}

For all its ambition, Jones’s proposal elicited not a single response from his colleagues at the University of Michigan. Indeed, Jones was becoming increasingly disenchanted with the intellectual milieu of the university, and his contribution to the American Culture Program was part of a flurry of activity to address this problem. Having arrived from Chapel Hill, where “the economic and cultural condition of the state was everybody’s problem,” Jones was surprised by the apparent lack of such concern in Ann Arbor. At Michigan he found:
too much pride of place, self-assurance, and emphasis on money and rank, too little connection with the problems of a state as complex as Michigan, Detroit excepted, too much looking to the ivy universities with envy, too much looking down on other state universities in the Middle West and the South and of course on those mushroom growths, most of the trans-Mississippi institutions.  

A self-professed “progressive of the La Follette persuasion,” Jones saw the connection between region and culture as intertwined with the public mission of the university. More than a preoccupation with local character, regionalism represented an approach to the study of culture that promised greater relevance for wider publics and public policy. A profile of Jones in the *Harvard Crimson* later characterized him as a product of “the age of the ‘Wisconsin Idea,’” the collective efforts (supported by the state legislation) to orient the University of Wisconsin toward solving public problems in the early twentieth century. Wisconsin’s education platform emphasized the practicality of the college curriculum, the extension of higher education to a broad array of citizens, and research in service to the interests of the state. Jones believed the University of Michigan was lagging behind in recognizing locally responsive scholarship as an organizing principle for academic practice.

The American Culture Program at Michigan was therefore conceived first and foremost as a project of institutional intervention. It aimed to fashion a curriculum that would be more relevant for the public that the university was intended to serve. The program’s refusal of rigid intellectual boundaries to reorganize academic practice prompts us to consider what is at stake in thinking of the program as a project. Recent texts in social theory and organizational studies have theorized “projects” as short-term, collaborative efforts aimed at institutional change. Unlike, say, an individual scholar’s research project, the projects of this theoretical frame are limited in duration and often marked by the differing—or even conflicting—goals of the collaborators. To recognize Michigan’s American Culture Program as a project thus helps to underscore how its founders did not primarily envision it as a fixed location or discourse, but rather as a way to change how the university treated such issues as disciplinary boundaries, the nature of academic inquiry, and the social value of scholarship. Rather than setting an intellectual blueprint for an emergent field, the program and the wider American studies movement were a decentered series of attempts to weave together innovations in different disciplines, largely in order to achieve some measure of social change.

This project-centered approach offers an alternative to positioning the American Culture Program within a genealogy of the field that transposes a singular intellectual objective onto its founding. Jones initially conceived of the program as sustaining “a unified genetic interpretation of civilization in the United States,” but it is only when we decenter Jones and his literary project...
that we can approach the American culture initiative as a relational set of projects that challenge the genealogies long privileged by histories of American studies. For the historian Dwight Dumond, for instance, the American Culture Program represented a fitting institutional home, given his scholarly interest in regionalism, social movements, and race relations. Likewise, anthropologist Carl Guthe brought to the program his extensive background in interinstitutional collaboration, public outreach, and educational innovation. Guthe had long cultivated institutional networks of anthropologists and archaeologists in the Midwest. Between 1929 and 1933, he was president of the Michigan-Indiana-Ohio Museums Association and in 1935 cofounded the Society of American Archaeologists, which served both professional and amateur archaeologists and was “strongly supported by Midwestern associates.” In 1935, just as he was helping launch the American Culture Program, Guthe also initiated an “ethnohistorical program on the Indians of the Great Lakes,” which was funded by Rackham Graduate School and based on the Great Lakes division of the Museum of Anthropology. \(^{37}\) In 1938, Guthe developed a program in museum science, which consisted of a series of six graduate courses and was offered until the mid-1940s.

Like Guthe and Dumond, the sociologists Roderick McKenzie and Max Handman were intimately involved in connecting academic work to contemporary social issues through such subfields as urban sociology, human ecology, ethnic studies, and institutional economics. For McKenzie and Handman, the American Culture Program was an interdisciplinary platform for research geared toward social problem solving. McKenzie’s projects were firmly rooted in locality and social analysis. His doctoral project, *The Neighborhood* (1923), had established his reputation with its social analysis of the connections between class, ethnicity, mobility, and institutions in Columbus, Ohio. \(^{38}\) Through McKenzie, the American Culture Program intersected laterally with the emerging field of ethnic studies. \(^{39}\) In 1927, McKenzie had published *Oriental Exclusion*, a critique of anti-Chinese and anti-Japanese immigration policy that came out of a conference of the Institute of Pacific Relations in Honolulu. \(^{40}\) At Michigan, McKenzie published *The Metropolitan Community* (1933), a monograph that sought to “throw light on the emerging problems which now confront or which may be expected to later confront the people of the United States.” \(^{41}\)

Handman shared McKenzie’s interest in making academic work relevant to social problems facing American communities and institutions, although he took an interdisciplinary approach that drew from economics, sociology, political science, and history. An advocate of short, timely projects over more sustained scholarly work, Handman had written a dissertation that attempted to understand Karl Marx’s social philosophy through his shorter, occasional writings. \(^{42}\) He had himself prepared a book-length manuscript for “a socio-economic study dealing with standards of living and pecuniary valuation,” but deemed it unfit for publication. \(^{43}\) Instead, Handman carried out a range of short-term projects, publishing articles on disparate topics such as the exploitation of
Mexican immigrants, the labor movement, bureaucracy, and the theory of nationalism. Underlying Handman’s various projects was an attempt to examine American institutions as they operated in practice. As a friend and former colleague of the economist and sociologist Thorstein Veblen, Handman connected the American Culture Program to the field of institutional economics. Rather than employing abstract theoretical models, institutionalists took an interdisciplinary approach to economic problems, linking these to social and cultural factors, and advocated for government regulations to “direct economic activity in a manner consistent with the public interest.” By the time Handman arrived at Michigan, its Economics Department had become “something of a hothouse for young economists seeking a broader institutional or sociological orientation,” and Handman’s status as trained sociologist appointed in economics and teaching in American Culture underscored its interdisciplinary breadth.

As the American Culture Program straddled emerging social science fields like institutional economics, ethnic studies, and human ecology, its orientation around current economic and social trends—spurred by an attempt at institutional reorganization—responded to the innovations of methods and theories in a range of disciplines. In doing so, the program’s interdisciplinary horizon housed a diverse range of projects that happened to coincide at Michigan in 1935: Jones’s call for literary studies that recognized the civic mission and demographics of public universities, Guthe’s cross-institutional collaborations, Dumond’s historical analysis of social movements, McKenzie’s analyses of contemporary social problems, and Handman’s reflection on American economic and political institutions. From this institutional vantage point, then, the early history of American studies begins to resemble how James Cook and Lawrence Glickman have characterized the “cultural turn” in US history: not as the development of a single method, but as a “weaving together of innovations from a variety of disciplinary locations.” Rather than an attempt to integrate literature and history, or to theorize sweeping generalizations of American life, the program represented an ad hoc movement that channeled cross-disciplinary innovations in both the humanities and social sciences for the purpose of social change.

II. American Studies as Local Networking

The unusual agenda of the American Culture Program may help explain how it forgot about its own founding history. Instead of aggressively seeking the markers of traditional disciplinary status and credentialing, the program’s early initiatives prioritized more immediate and topical projects over building a collective and enduring intellectual identity. Shortly after the program’s establishment, Jones wrote to university administrators on behalf of his colleagues with a proposal for a four-week summer institute that would be open to graduate students, faculty, and the general public. The institute was to appeal to academic professionals and graduate students interested in American culture,
alumni of the University of Michigan, and “adults generally,” since the committee thought the institute to be “an important contribution to adult education.”

Four months later, the proposal was dealt a blow when Jones was hired away by Harvard University, where he helped establish the American Civilization Program and later served as Henry Nash Smith’s dissertation chair. The committee was further diminished by the deaths of Handman and McKenzie in 1939 and 1940. Citing low enrollment and lack of faculty, the undergraduate degree program was temporarily removed from the College of Literature, Science and the Arts (LS&A) *Announcement* from 1943 to 1948.

Even as the undergraduate program struggled, however, the American Culture Committee made a push to institutionalize graduate studies by reviving the idea for a summer program in 1940 and renaming it the Conference on American Culture and Institutions. The American Culture Committee—which at that point consisted of Guthe, Dumond, and ad hoc members such as English Department chair Louis Bredvold—successfully launched a two-year summer graduate program along the lines of that which Jones had proposed in 1935. According to Guthe, the summer program’s purpose was to offer graduate students from seven departments—Economics, English, Geography, History, Philosophy, Political Science, and Sociology—“an intelligible presentation of fundamental elements of American culture, of the forces which produced them and of present day tendencies toward their preservation or destruction.” Each participating department, Guthe continued, was expected to list a summer course called American Culture that would supplement the roundtables and public lectures, using the example of History 350: American Culture, to be cotaught by Dumond and the historian Dumas Malone.

The institute was designed to offer a practical plan for connecting the study of American culture to contemporary social issues and to consider the efficacy of existing institutions—educational, religious, and economic. Invited speakers included Associated Press president Stuart Perry, theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, Anti-Imperialist League cofounder Oswald Garrison Villard, and Charles Kettering, the head of research at General Motors and founder of the Kettering Foundation. To be sure, such institutes were not unique. The American Culture summer program was modeled after similar events organized by the Far East and Latin American area studies programs, and the following year Dumond also organized a graduate summer session on the topic of “public policy in a world at war.” Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the American Culture graduate summer institute was envisioned as a recurring, short-term intervention in public discourses rather than a permanent graduate degree program. For the remainder of the 1940s and into the 1950s, graduate students interested in American studies pursued independent interdepartmental degrees through Rackham Graduate School or enrolled in departments like history or English.

After World War II, a new core group of faculty, including Joe Lee Davis, worked to revive the undergraduate degree program, with a greater emphasis on preparing students for graduate study in the burgeoning field. The 1949 LS&A
Announcement reflected this shift, stating that one of the goals of the program was to prepare students “for admission to recently established graduate programs in American civilization.” Davis sent a copy of the revised curriculum to his colleague Henry Myers at Cornell University, which was in the process of developing an American studies curriculum of its own and sought to use Michigan’s as a model. In 1952, Ralph Sawyer, the Dean of Rackham Graduate School, wrote to the American Culture Committee expressing its wishes to establish a graduate course of study leading to an M.A. and Ph.D. in American culture, inviting sociologist Robert Angell to serve as chair of an ad hoc committee for establishing graduate requirements. Two months and several meetings later, Angell wrote back to Sawyer with the committee’s consensus that a graduate program would not be viable. The following year, the committee was reorganized as the Committee on the Interdepartmental Program in American Culture, with Angell and Davis as the only two members carried over from the previous incarnation. Davis was appointed director, and four years later, in 1957, the graduate degree program was finally approved.

During Davis’s directorship, the program’s organizational changes echoed a wider move toward disciplinary consolidation within American studies programs. Prior to 1956, all courses for the American culture degree were listed under other departments. Recognizing the need for its own course offerings, the program committee petitioned LS&A to approve two courses under a newly created “American studies” heading: Introduction to American Civilization and Senior Conference on American Culture. The former, American Studies 101, was a course open only to international students. In the petition to LS&A, Davis explained:

The American Culture Committee envisages this course as a laboratory experiment for further study of the complex problem of presenting a sound interpretation of the United States to foreign students and proposes to seek aid from the Ford Foundation or the Carnegie Corporation to implement this study during the 1955–1956 academic year or later.

Such grants were common in American studies programs in the early years of the Cold War. The University of Pennsylvania’s program received major grants from the Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations, and the conservative Coe Foundation supported the programs at Yale University and the University of Wyoming. These foundations, according to Inderjeet Parmar, were a major force in aligning American studies with the cultural projects of Cold War nationalism. But since none of these grants came through for Michigan, the program continued to operate on a shoestring budget, and day-to-day management soon shifted from the American Culture Committee to Joe Lee Davis’s office in the English Department.
The dependence on a single director to do most of the administrative work in running the program hampered its effectiveness. Moreover, with only one of its faculty—John Higham—publishing articles in either *American Quarterly* or *American Studies* prior to 1970, the American Culture Program played only a marginal role in national American studies discourses. Davis, for one, seems to have relished his campus persona as an American studies man and embraced the work of teaching on a local level. At his death, an obituary in the *Michigan Daily* described Davis as a joyful teacher with a thick white beard who was "Ann Arbor’s Southern-writer-in-residence." Other key program faculty, such as Marvin Felheim, were likewise devoted to their students. But publications and teaching tell only part of the story. For example, faculty affiliated with American culture were among the few to push back against McCarthyism on campus, including economist Kenneth Boulding and philosopher William Frankena. According to David Hollinger, Frankena "took direct and repeated issue with the widespread presumption that Communist Party membership in itself compromised integrity and therefore justified dismissal." Other faculty members engaged with the field through cross-institutional initiatives, including Howard Peckham’s directorship of the national American Studies Association’s (ASA’s) microfilm project starting in 1954 and Joseph Kallenbach’s efforts to organize the ASA’s joint meetings with the Political Science Association between 1957 and 1962. Three years later, Kallenbach shifted his attention to local politics, running as a Democratic candidate for the Ann Arbor City Council in 1965.

On a regional level, American studies scholarship continued to include interdisciplinary, project-driven collaborations, but at a relative remove from the University of Michigan. Instead, it was the ASA’s regional chapter—the ASA of Michigan—that acted as a catalyst for local and cross-institutional partnerships, with a striking degree of institutional and disciplinary diversity. For example, its 1955 meeting in East Lansing brought together papers on Walt Whitman by the Detroit book collector Charles Feinberg, the political scientist George Peek from the University of Michigan, and humanities professor Alexander Butler of Michigan State University. The regional chapter’s institutional inclusivity was reflected in the participation of Louis Cantoni, who presented a paper titled “Whitman: Secular Mystic.” A poet, sculptor, and former social worker, Cantoni taught psychology at the General Motors Institute (now Kettering University) in Flint, Michigan, where he also served as community relations coordinator. The engagement with local institutions and publics seems to have been an important part of the ASA of Michigan’s organizing. Its 1958 meeting in Dearborn was held at Greenfield Village—Ford’s outdoor museum of historic buildings—and included a workshop with papers by executives and public relations directors of Chrysler, General Motors, and the Burroughs Corporation. In 1960 the ASA of Michigan organized a meeting at a restaurant in Marshall, Michigan, and its 1968 meeting offered what one attendee called “total immersion” in the city of Detroit.
The ASA of Michigan thus brought together a network of scholars, artists, activists, and business leaders in southeastern Michigan that extended well beyond its flagship university. In the American Culture Program at Michigan, however, there was a renewed push in the 1960s to achieve stability through disciplinary retrenchment, actively recruiting faculty with American studies doctorates, including Robert Sklar and John Raeburn. In a letter to his dean, Davis described them as “two young men who have done their doctorates in perhaps the country’s outstanding American studies programs—Sklar at Harvard and Raeburn at Pennsylvania.” However, since all professors—Sklar and Raeburn included—were formally appointed in other departments, the program lacked the resources and oversight that traditional departments could count on. Just as importantly, the entire faculty of the program had to be renominated to the executive committee every year. Although in practice faculty were consistently retained, the symbolic administrative gesture of wiping the slate clean each year reinforced the structural status of Michigan’s American Culture Program as a recurring instantiation of short-term projects rather than part of a coherent field.

Meanwhile, several other universities in the region began expanding and formalizing their American studies programs. In 1957, Bowling Green State University in Ohio developed its program under the direction of Alma Payne and a committee of faculty in the humanities and social sciences. Bowling Green State University grew into a major site of popular culture studies with the hiring of Ray Browne, who served as the founding editor of the *Journal of Popular Culture* in 1967 and director of the Center for the Study of Popular Culture. Browne gained notoriety for a class on roller coasters called Coastermania that met at Cedar Point amusement park and, according to the *Pittsburgh Post-Gazette*, included guest lectures by “sociologists, architects, art historians, engineers, and others.” Michigan State University similarly developed its program around the resources at hand. In 1963, it established an ad hoc committee under the direction of Russell Nye to develop a formal American studies program. According to Don Hausdorff, the “ad hoc American Studies Committee” could rely on some favorable institutional factors: Michigan State University had a justified reputation for experimentation and diversity; campus interest had been demonstrated in a number of ways and for some time; administrative support was present; and, significantly, faculty already existed on campus, scattered through various departments and colleges, with interests and academic training appropriate for an American studies program.

The committee worked closely with an existing program called American Thought and Literature (a required sequence of courses for first-year students) that already offered content that could be considered American studies. The faculty of the American Thought and Literature program agreed to help promote the new major and independently began planning extracurricular American studies events on campus. Two years later, Nye served as president of the national ASA, further establishing Michigan State University’s reputation as a leading program in the field.
At the University of Michigan, perhaps the most significant boost to the program’s long-term prospects came with the hiring of administrative assistant Linda Eggert away from the History Department to serve as American Culture’s program manager in 1970. Over the next three decades, Eggert created the organizational procedures that maintained continuity through ten different faculty directors. In a program that continuously had to reinvent itself, Eggert’s work at navigating this process was critical to keeping the program afloat, particularly since faculty service time was borrowed from other departments. Indeed, the internal review of 1992 noted that the American Culture Program was “unique among the major programs in that it does not possess a core faculty.” Under such circumstances, Eggert and her staff lent the program both stability and flexibility, creating a space where new kinds of academic partnerships could thrive. As she explained,

American Culture in the 1970s and 1980s attracted students and faculty who wanted to do something different, to take a different angle. I know that too from working in History, American Culture might teach those kind of classes, but they teach it differently. I can’t explain it exactly, but I know it’s that interdisciplinary approach, it wasn’t just History, it wasn’t just English, it wasn’t just American Literature.

Although departmental support staff are typically invisible in intellectual history, Eggert was indispensable to the practice of American studies at Michigan. Her work mediated between institutional structures and individual agency in a way that greatly helped the program navigate the challenges of faculty turnover and budgetary instability.

**III. New Projects for a New Generation**

In 1961, the American Culture Program awarded its first doctoral degree to Betty Chmaj, a feminist scholar who had grown up in a conservative Finnish immigrant community in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Over the next seven years, Chmaj balanced adjunct teaching positions at multiple institutions across southeast Michigan. As a scholar committed to reaching nontraditional students in isolated places across the region, Chmaj secured funding to produce a local “lecture-seminar radio series in American studies, in which radio listeners could enroll and thus participate.” She produced a revised version of the program *Portrait of the American* through WDET-Detroit that was “broadcast over 116 radio stations during 1965–65” and included interviews with John Dos Passos, Irving Howe, and R.W.B. Lewis. Shortly thereafter, Bowling Green State University purchased the series for its campus radio station and invited Chmaj to discuss the series on its television station, which it subsequently integrated into introductory American literature classes and publicized through the
Chmaj also served as director of theDetroit Jazz Society and in 1967 organized a statewide jazz conference in partnership with Wayne State University and Western Michigan University that was covered by *Billboard*.

During this time, Chmaj prioritized the conference circuit and other short-term projects over the publication of articles and monographs. Chmaj explained later that, despite the economic insecurity, her primary motivation was, as she put it:

to design my own courses and projects. The only way available to do so was to take on combinations of part-time projects—lecture series, radio and television assignments, part-time credit and non-credit courses (especially in adult education, where I found a warm welcome and the freedom to do whatever I wanted), and the conference format.

Chmaj’s emphasis on “projects” was central to her understanding of the field. Like several other feminist scholars at the time, Chmaj eschewed monographs in favor of collaborative books with small independent presses such as the Women’s Free Press in Pittsburgh. Her commitment to personal and political change was shared by several other young scholars involved with the ASA of Michigan. Although several professors remained active in the chapter, much of its energy came from graduate students, artists, activists, staff members, and contingent faculty like Chmaj at universities and community colleges throughout the region.

The ASA of Michigan’s activities were exemplified by a conference it held at Wayne State University in 1966. Chmaj coedited its proceeding into a booklet, *The Protest Papers*, published by Artists Workshop Press. In her introduction, Chmaj explained that “items are taken out of context, edited, and juxtaposed” in order to offer “a sampler, a scrapbook, [and] a selection of statements pertinent to protest in our time.” The eclectic program of the conference included a visual exhibit featuring undergraduate and professional artists, a performance on “protest in music,” and a Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee filmstrip on Vietnam that, according to Chmaj, “produced the most comment during the symposium.” The keynote was given by Robert Sklar, who argued that “American studies had been born in dissent” as a way to break “from the rigid and unyielding structures of traditional departments,” but he cautioned that the professionalization of the field was putting this spirit at risk. If American studies was to retain its energy, it needed to stop putting so much weight on interdisciplinarity—a battle that Sklar argued had largely been won—and instead engage more deeply with contemporary social movements. Three years later, Sklar and Chmaj collaborated with activists from several other universities to form the Radical Caucus at the national meeting of the ASA in Toledo. According to Allen Davis, “The radicals within American studies
were not Weathermen nor bomb throwers; they merely wanted to transfer some of the movement for freedom and equality they witnessed all around them to their teaching and learning.” Indeed, by this point in her career, Chmaj had secured a tenure-track position at Wayne State University, where she directed the American Studies Program.

Perhaps Chmaj’s most influential project involved drawing the field’s attention to the role of gender in American studies hiring and promotion through the ASA’s Commission on the Status of Women. Under Chmaj’s leadership, the commission sent questionnaires on gender, hiring, and workplace climate issues to all members of the national ASA. Her work resulted in the publication of a two-volume report, *American Women and American Studies*, in 1971 and 1972. These findings revealed systematic discrimination in every aspect of American studies professional life and registered “the considerable distance that must be bridged between what ASA members believe to be true or report to be true and what the studies show about university policies and practices.”

Chmaj devoted one chapter to the pain of witnessing gender discrimination on such a major scale, stressing the need for personal testimony in official reports. As Chmaj explained, “The project of putting together this publication has deeply affected me, my other work at the university, my colleagues, my two research assistants, all of our families, our plans, our thinking and our lives, in direct and moving ways—that should be told.” In the midst of this initiative, Chmaj herself was denied tenure by Wayne State for engaging in precisely the sort of wide-ranging projects that characterized the field at the time. In the second volume of the ASA’s Commission on the Status of Women’s report, Chmaj argued that the rise of interdisciplinary, engagement-oriented movements like American studies required new methods for assessing scholarship, as “standards relevant to traditional areas were not relevant to interdisciplinary areas of teaching and production.”

Chmaj was not alone in merging her scholarly interests with a push for institutional change. Over the 1970s, the American Culture Program at Michigan was building its reputation as a hub of social engagement. In this context, students began to view the push for institutional change as an integral aspect of their graduate careers. Howard Brick, a graduate student in the late 1970s and now a professor at Michigan, explained that American Culture “was a place where we imagined that one could chart one’s own course.” One focal point of student activism was the push for ethnic studies course offerings. In December 1975, the executive committee heard student complaints about “Euro-centric Cultural Domination” in American culture classes and responded by setting up the Task Force on Oppressed Minorities. Among the purposes of the task force was “writing a new definition of American culture that would create a more accurate description of the program [that] would include studies about minority groups and women.” According to Marion Marzolf, director of American Culture at the time, the program was viewed in pragmatic terms by university leaders as a place for “people who wanted to create their own niche outside the
existing disciplines.” As a result, demands from students of color for ethnic studies courses were channeled into the program, largely as a way to “take the pressure off the departments.” In 1976, graduate student course proposals in Chicano muralismo aesthetics, Asian American studies, and Puerto Rican studies were all routed through the American Culture Program.

The shift toward ethnic studies contributed to the departure of scholars such as David Hollinger, who argued that the field had grown “hostile to anyone who was studying anything other than gender and race and imperialism.” At the same time, the program offered leadership in promoting changes in hiring, curriculum, and campus climate issues through such initiatives as the U-M Network for Cultural Democracy and various public debates and teach-ins. Over the 1980s and 1990s, American Culture helped establish concentrations or minors in Latina/o studies, Native American studies, and Asian/Pacific Islander American studies. Chronically underfunded by the university during its early years, Latina/o studies survived largely through the work of a highly committed group of faculty and students. Its 1989 Review Committee called Latina/o studies a “shoestring operation” that was essentially “a badly underbudgeted program in a poorly supported unit.”

The financial and administrative challenges facing American Culture at Michigan in the 1980s echoed larger trends in higher education. As costs shifted from taxpayers to students through neoliberal economic policies, programs came under increasing pressure to demonstrate how their offerings contributed to the employment prospects of their students. In some respects, the orientation of American studies toward public engagement projects would seem to lend itself to the new emphasis on practical outcomes. However, several structural hurdles complicate this impression. For one, tenure and promotion policies have been slow to adapt to the new demands placed on faculty, especially faculty of color who carry out the “invisible labor” of mentoring minority and first-generation students. According to Aimee Carrillo Rowe, many faculty are vexed by the “push-pull, in-out, here-there dance” of pursuing community engagement in an institutional context that rewards “individualistic careerism.”

Literary scholar Mary Helen Washington likewise describes the exhilarating but exhausting pressures of intellectual activism involved in operating the Center for Black Studies at the University of Detroit in the 1970s. As she explains, “Besides teaching a full load, fighting to increase the pitifully small number of Black students on campus, negotiating with the traditional departments for their reluctant acceptance, we were under a great deal of pressure, in the Black Power climate of Detroit, to be politically involved.” Although historian Martha Biondi has argued that the greatest impact of Black studies “has come from the production of influential scholarship and the development of new conceptual approaches that have influenced other disciplines,” she also notes that multiple pioneering scholars in the field faced institutional barriers in hiring and publishing, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s. The fact that American studies had an eclectic approach to methodology dating back to at least the 1930s, but did
not face major barriers to publishing until it began engaging with fields like Black studies and Women’s studies, suggests that racism and sexism are central to this story.

One influential project that sought to make such work professionally legible was the Imagining America Tenure Team Initiative, codirected by American Culture faculty member Julie Ellison.\(^{10}\) The project’s 2008 report, *Scholarship in Public: Knowledge Creation and Tenure Policy in the Engaged University*, proposed best practices for assessing a range of scholarly activities beyond the traditional metrics of research and teaching. As the report argues, “Enlarging the conception of who counts as ‘peer’ and what counts as ‘publication’ is part of something bigger: the democratization of knowledge on and off campus.”\(^{11}\)

Such an approach would recognize an array of American studies practices, such as Chmaj’s popular radio series, that have been largely illegible to both tenure committees and intellectual historians as a result of the greater weight placed on scholarship published in academic presses. Examples today include El Museo del Norte, a community-based partnership founded by Latina/o studies faculty member María Cotera that utilizes the concept of a “museum without walls” to trace the history of Latina/os in Michigan through “oral history projects, speaker series, art walks, movie nights, musical performances, and ‘pop-up museums’” across Detroit and southeast Michigan.\(^{12}\)

A second dissonance between American studies and the neoliberal university hinges on the politics of the national ASA. Like other interdisciplinary fields rooted in social movements, American studies remains committed to the notion that, as Naomi Greyser and Margot Weiss put it, “intellectual labor can spark (and has sparked) social change.”\(^{13}\) In 2013, the ASA voted to endorse an academic boycott of Israeli academic institutions to protest the denial of human rights to Palestinian scholars. The boycott resulted in considerable backlash against American studies programs nationwide, with several universities withdrawing institutional memberships and eight past presidents of ASA writing an open letter calling the boycott “antithetical to the mission of free and open inquiry for which a scholarly organization stands.”\(^{14}\) But the actions of the national organization do not tell the full story; a wide range of practices continue to unfold at the local level, beyond the purview of institutional American studies. This includes a renewed wave of student activism—including Being Black at the University of Michigan (#BBUM)—that has already produced striking concessions from institutions around the country, including a pledge by the University of Michigan to build a new, $10 million multicultural center in the heart of campus where students, staff, faculty, and community members can gather.\(^{15}\)

By decentering publications in academic presses, and shifting attention to projects and partnerships like El Museo del Norte or #BBUM, a new kind of intellectual history comes into focus. Far from attempting to create a new discipline, American studies at Michigan emerged as a series of ad hoc projects
that challenged organizational structures for the purpose of social change. Subsequent genealogical narratives emphasizing the rise of the myth-and-symbol school have thus obscured an older history of American studies that is more aptly characterized by what now-retired program manager Linda Eggert called the desire to “do something different, to take a different angle.” And for all the flux and backlash experienced by American studies at the national level, it is this impulse that represents the movement’s most enduring thread of community.
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